Money Musk in Verse and Prose
Untitled
by Nils Fredland

From Main Street
by Sinclair Lewis (1920)

If, when you think of this “contradance” thing
One obvious word comes to mind… that is, swing
You’re right, in a way, ’cause the swing’s a big part
But that’s not what makes contra dance close to my heart
No
A pavilion, full of young dancers, at dusk
Stom ping loudly while dancing the dance Money Musk
That’s the thing… it’s three hundred balancing feet
Coming down on this floor right on time… can’t be beat
And the tune, played with horns! A version like no other
So thanks to the caller, and the fiddler’s girlfriend and
brother
Danced first in New England two hundred years past
Let us now do our part to make Money Musk last
Friends, dancing these dances that have been around for a
while
That, to me, is the root of advanced dancing style

“...Carol read enviously...the
reminiscence of Mrs. Mahlon Black, who
settled in Stillwater [Minnesota] in 1848:
‘There was nothing to parade over
in those days. We took it as it came and
had happy lives. . . . We would all gather
together and in about two minutes would
be having a good time--playing cards or
dancing. . . . We used to waltz and dance
contra dances. None of these new jigs and
not wear any clothes to speak of. W e
covered our hides in those days; no tight
skirts like now. You could take three or
four steps inside our skirts and then not
reach the edge. One of the boys would
fiddle a while and then some one would
spell him and he could get a dance.
Sometim es they would dance and fiddle
too.’
“She reflected that if she could
not have ballrooms of gray and rose and
crystal, she wanted to be swinging across
a puncheon-floor with a dancing fiddler.
This smug in-between town, which had
exchanged ‘Money Musk’ for phonographs
grinding out ragtime, it was neither the
heroic old nor the sophisticated new.
Couldn’t she somehow, some yet
unimagined how, turn it back to
simplicity?”
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The M oney Musk (for Jacqueline)
by Dudley Laufman
It is my favorite dance in longways motion
upon a wooden floor that swings and sways
when the dance moves forward up and down
to Money Musk played on the key of A.
The shuffle thumping is what makes this dance,
done with leather soles upon the feet
and done with a certain nonchalance
and just a little hair behind the beat.

From Chapter 12

Danced in Peterboro and in Rye
(to Alan Kendal’s trumpet, Newt the Flute,
Ralph Page chanting on his 78)
or on Star Island ten m iles out to sea.
Doesn’t matter where the place or weather
just that we dance The Money Musk together.

Do you have a favorite Money Musk poem
or quote? Send it to news@cdss.org.
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Money Musk Forever!
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